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www.szymonszewczyk.pl

Born in 1989. Audiovisual artist, stage designer, designer. Author 

of theatre music and experimental electronic project DMKHV. He 

graduated from the Academy of Fine Arts in Katowice with a de-

gree in painting. He creates paintings, objects, collages and in-

stallations. He is interested in the relations of humans with their 

material and cultural environment and the search for unobvious 

connections between seemingly distant phenomena, conspiracy 

theories, creative improvisation, temporariness, cheap materials, 

DIY, excess of information, suspicious scientific texts, stupid jo-

kes, deadly seriousness, garbage, imitations, disturbances, errors, 

imaginary rituals, domesticated exoticism, doubt in an ordered 

knowledge of the world.
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No Regerts (at Warsaw Gallery Weekend) 

Szara Gallery / Biennale Warszawa

Gdzie są konfitury? BWA Zielona Góra

Light from above Galeria Szara, Katowice

Rat-monkey Rondo Sztuki Gallery, Katowice 

(as part of Silesian Museum residency)

Man's Last Day BWA, Katowice

Haunts Galeria Duża Scena UAP, Poznań

Unidentified Location Szara Kamienica Gallery, Kraków 

Home at Last: The Polish House During The

Transition (part of Warsaw under Construction

Festival) Museum of Modern Art, Warsaw

Carpet is Lava (with Bartek Buczek)  

CCA Kronika, Bytom

Phantom BWA, Katowice

The Drawers Kasia Michalski Gallery, Warszawa

Possible Sollutions Art Agenda Nova, Kraków

The Familiar is to be Found at the End 

of the World CCA Zamek Ujazdowski, Warszawa

Night Activities Installation in Silesia Hotel in Katowice

Winter is coming! Szara Kamienica Gallery,  

Kraków

Sorcery Dwie Lewe Ręce Gallery, Katowice

Milk Teeth Baltic Gallery of Contemporary  

Art, Słupsk

Optimism (with Adam Laska) Rondo Sztuki Gallery, 

Katowice

Ty(po)lonia Galéria Kníhkupectva AF, Trnava

Anybody Seen, Anybody Knows  

CCA Kronika, Bytom

Wilq Superhero Silesian Theatre, Katowice

Kingdom National Stary Theatre, Kraków

The Resistible Rise of Arturo Ui J. Słowacki Theatre, 

Kraków

1946 S. Żeromski Theatre, Kielce

Marat / Sade J. Osterwa Theatre, Lublin

A Word On Jakób Szela Silesian Theatre, Katowice

Seven Zagłębie Theatre, Sosnowiec

Promised Land Nowy Theatre, Łódź

Mordor Will Come and Eat Us J. Osterwa Theatre, Lublin

The Horse, Woman and Canary Zagłębie Theatre, 

Sosnowiec

June Night Fever Nowy Theatre, Poznań

There were a Pole, a Pole, a Pole and a Devil  

J. Osterwa Theatre, Lublin

Korzeniec Zagłębie Theatre, Sosnowiec

Phantom BWA Katowice

Savages. New Art from Silesia Academy of Fine Arts, 

Katowice

Night Activities BWA Katowice
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No Regerts
Szara Gallery / 
Biennale Warszawa
1–10.10.2020

exhib
itions

—

photos: Łukasz Dziedzic



Human environment is exposed to the impact of numerous forces 

– economic, social, and physical. The recurring cycle of creation 

and destruction leaves behind traces of geometric structures and 

advertisement frames.

The figures placed within the space of Biennale Warszawa 

are leftovers of illuminated advertising signs. Their original signi-

ficance has been blurred. The lack of precise data gives room for 

guesswork.

The objects forming this installation represent change and 

uncertainty, they are monuments which resist the discipline of 

progress. They show the moment of transition, the state of limbo 

and temporariness. They are discoveries of modern archaeology, 

whose meaning is lost in time, just like instructions found on an 

alien ship, covered with layers of dust after the years. 

The outlines of shapes reveal remnants of individual letters 

and dynamic forms – outdated logotypes, once sparkling with 

energy, movement, pleasure, and future.
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Light from Above
Szara Gallery, Katowice
6.12.2019–29.02.2020
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The narrative of Szymon Szewczyk’s exhibition revolves around 

the transitory nature of knowledge and human achievements as 

well as the persistent search for order in the world.

The presented objects, collages, and installations take on the 

forms of dissected pseudo-archaeological items, difficult to place 

in time.

The exhibition is accompanied by an essay inspired by a pho-

to depicting a meteorite surrounded by the charred remains of 

the National Museum in Rio de Janeiro.
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Bendegó

The pedestal is surrounded by black, sooty walls. The rubble and 

patches of paint falling off the charred ceiling break under your 

feet. It stands in the hall, in front of the stairs leading to other 

rooms in the museum. This is where so many people used to 

squeeze through the revolving gate, one by one, day by day, to 

see the museum collection, meticulously catalogued and neatly 

exposed.

The plinth holds the Bendegó Meteorite. The cosmic lump is 

composed of 5360 kilograms of iron, nickel, cobalt, phosphorus, 

and traces of sulphur and carbon (in parts per million). It fell on 

the planet Earth from the outer space – well, actually, it didn’t 

exactly fall, as nothing falls in the space. It was simply flying thro-

ugh the galaxy, when it got into Earth’s gravitational field, which 

resulted in the mutual attraction of the meteorite and the planet 

that eventually and inevitably came to touch.

Then it lay for thousands of years in the place whose coordi-

nates are 10 degrees, 7 minutes, 1 second of southern latitude and 

39 degrees, 15 minutes, 41 seconds of western longitude, which 

was later called Brazil, the state of Bahia. It spent the following 

104 years in a dry stream bed, where it was left behind after an 

unsuccessful attempt at transportation.

Due to its cosmic origins, the iron mass was considered as 

an object of scientific importance and placed in the National 

Museum in Rio de Janeiro in 1888.

On the night of the 2nd of September 2018, the fire at the 

museum irreversibly consumed the Pompeii frescos depicting 

a sea dragon, the fragments of the skeleton of a woman named 

Luzia from nearly 12 thousand years ago, the wooden throne gi-

fted to the Portuguese by the African king of Dahomey to rein-

force their friendship built on slave trade, the original Lei Áurea 

document which abolished slavery in 1888, pre-Columbian masks, 

and 5 million butterflies.

As you’re standing by the black pedestal, surrounded by the 

ruins of the museum, you might be thinking that this is a kind of 

a wicked joke: with everything so carefully sorted and exhibited, 

the overheated air conditioning system was enough to burn all 

the valuables down, and the only thing left is the cosmic 5360 

kilograms of iron, nickel, and particles of something else.
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Man's Last Day
Gallery of Modern Art 
BWA, Katowice
19.12.2017–28.01.2018

photos: Krzysztof Szewczyk
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In the seventies of the last century group of independent resear-

chers from the USA entered to the computer data about the pre-

sent time. They asked about the future. It was expected that the 

world in current shape will end in the year 2000. As it turns out 

the duration has been extended.

Szymon Szewczyk was inspired by vision of extra time, he 

images the last day of man: stuffy, humid, with heat swirling air. 

In this yourney to tfuture, he uses old dusty botanical atlases 

full of black and white photos similar one another. He build his 

own collection. Forms of this organisms cross frames od dicipli-

ned resarch done by botanist. They tend to lean on the side of 

random collection practised by a charismatic futurologist. At the 

same time they are far away from apocalipctic vision of deser-

tet landscape  or gigant rubble heap full of sparking cables and 

elektrojunque.

Desinging new works Szewczyk acts as ingeneer and copies 

solutions from plant world. He is contructing rickety monuments 

in the world where the most resistan plants, anexing remains of 

dead civilisation, surived. Last living man and at the same time 

last visitor in this desertet area admires the beauty of destruc-

tion. He try to focus in area full of muddy fumes he sinks in dum-

ping site full of bones.

He classifies remains between evolution and construction, 

between leftover and lush vegetation which evolves in an unpre-

dictable direction.

His efforts are doomed to failure, since boundaries between 

organisms and architecture have been blurred a long time ago. 

Ruins are tightly overgrown, it is dificult to tell that is cosntruc-

tion or natural element, like hardend fibres and stems. We can 

observe that because of this very special circumstances, old mo-

numents turned ito soft organism, where boundaries between 

design and live tissue lost any meaning.
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Carpet is Lava
CCA Kronika, Bytom
24.09–5.11.2016
(with Bartek Buczek)

photos: Marcin Wysocki
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The familiar is to be found  
at the end of the world
CCA Ujazdowski Castle, 
Warsaw
29.10–16.11.2014

photos: Bartosz Górka
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The exhibition of Szymon Szewczyk resembles a Kunstkammer, 

which means: a cabinet of curiosities that was used in the 16th 

and 17th century to present precious or rare artefacts and tro-

phies. During his work on this collection of objects and collages, 

Szewczyk was guided by the premonition that the contempora-

ry need to decorate and create objects of "cult" is related to the 

popularised images of ornaments and cult objects produced by 

cultures that are considered "distant". Indeed, it was the Aztec 

pattern that became the fashion hit of the spring/summer 2014 

season, after the Pop Queen Beyonce published her selfie in a bi-

kini from Top Shop.

During his work on the series of objects currently on display, 

Szewczyk was writing a theoretical work at the same time. In his 

research, he was interested in the figures of ethnographers, an-

thropologists and tourists, using and mixing the methodologies 

of all three. He analysed the iconography of allotment gardens, 

viewed by him as places of contemporary rites in which people 

celebrate closeness to nature. Their gates – “portals" – gave him 

inspiration for a series of objects that provoke associations with 

secret symbols and artefacts. At the same time, he uses forms 

such as a mask or an obelisk that immediately produce superfi-

cial associations with remote or traditional cultures. The objects 

on display resemble objects of cult and it might seem that they 

were actually borrowed from real rites. They are mysterious, but 

also strangely familiar at the same time, as if they were an echo 

of signs and images that we have seen before. Both their forms 

and their materials are familiar, yet the way in which they are 

combined is not so obvious. The creation of collages with the use 

of cheap and common materials - such as the plaster or adhesive 

coverings - allows Szewczyk to juggle with associations and give 

new meanings to the quoted forms. 

The quasi-museum exposition of objects is complemented by 

an artistic publication with excerpts from Szewczyk’s theoretical 

text, in which he analyses the tropes around which he built the 

show’s narrative.

curator: Marianna Dobkowska
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Possible Solutions
Art Agenda Nova, Kraków
9.01–27.02.2015
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Night Activities
Hotel Silesia, Katowice
18.07.2014

installations

photos: Barbara Kubska

—



In room 520 of abandoned hotel in the center of Katowice, using 

plants, sounds and projections I created substitute of tropical 

jungle. Makeshift alternative for expansive and exhausting travels.

http://vimeo.com/101236592
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The Huts
Sokołowsko
2011

—
installations



Sokołowsko is a small, sleepy, run-down village in Poland, near 

Polish-Czech border. It makes impretion of a perfect place for 

a fugitive. From materials found in the woods and in the village 

I made small shacks – temporary shelters inspired by Sokołowsko 

as the place you only go to disappear. Nearby Adam Laska made 

an ornament on the trees, legible from one place only. Both works 

are kind of a trap for random spectators. 
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The Sign 2009

photographic documentation

Using simpliest possible means I was placing a sign 

of unknown meaning.



Ornament 1 2019

marquetry, acryllic material

Ornament 2 2019

marquetry, acryllic material

Ornament 3 2019

marquetry, acryllic material

—
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Animal theme 1 2019

marquetry, acryllic material

Animal theme 2 2019

marquetry, acryllic material

—
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Wing / project for a monument (from Man's last day series) 2018

concrete cast
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Fjord Nansen Tybet II-III 2017

installation / tent, projector

Installation inspired by romantic idea of travel. 

Back projection inside the tent is showing images related to at-

tractive for travellers places. 
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Weaving 2015

320 × 200 cm / carpet
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Glasses for end of the world celebration 2014

plexiglas, lenses, glitter
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The Gate of the Sun 2014

103 × 193 cm / steel photo: Bartosz Górka
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Composition 3 2012

30,5 × 41,5 cm / adhesive covering

Composition 2 2012

40 × 40 cm / adhesive covering

Composition 1 2012

30 × 40 cm / adhesive covering

ob
jects
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no title 2012

16 × 18 × 20 cm / 10 × 8 × 14 cm / adhesive covering

ob
jects
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Tag 1 2013

100 × 130 cm / oil on canvas

Tag 2 2013

80 × 120 cm / oil on canvas

p
aintings
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Tag 3 2013

130 × 130 cm / oil on canvas

Tag 4 2013

120 × 100 cm / oil on canvas

p
aintings
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Tag 5 2014

100 × 120 cm / oil on canvas

Tag 6 2014

100 × 130 cm / oil on canvas

p
aintings
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Tag 7 2015

120 × 140 cm / oil on canvas

Tag 8 2015

120 × 160 cm / oil on canvas

p
aintings
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Plant composition 1 2014

50 × 50 cm / oil on canvas

Plant composition 2 2014

50 × 60 cm / oil on canvas

p
aintings



Plant composition 4 2014

45 × 45 cm / oil on canvas

Plant composition 3 2014

60 × 50 cm / oil on canvas

—
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Symbol 2011

40 x 40 cm / acryllic paint, gold imitation on canvas 

Recipe for symbol for secret organisation: animal (here: bird), geo-

metry, letters from unknown alphabet, cross.  

All covered with gold.
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Unidentified Location 2017

video

choreographic cooperation: Dominika Knapik

camera: Dominik Ritszel

editing, sound: Szymon Szewczyk

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FNoZhJhNR_k

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JqMTKJapXqY

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7FP7M_-ljqU

vid
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Trailer 2012

video

Video is depicting a situation when hunted person is always one 

step ahead of the trailer. All we can see are signs of presence 

easy to ignore.

https://vimeo.com/59355399

—
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Light from above 2019

Collages made from covers of book about conspiracy theories and 

esotherics. 
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Collages (from The familiar is to be found  

at the end of the world series) 2014

reproductions from ethnographic books, adhesive material
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słonce k.c.b gurnik redlin wilki thc św-ce 2003r. wszystko dla ciebie sandrow clan św-ce darek mosz wodnioka dominik 997 to huje demony squad ravid teren ruchu zawsze 
blue & white baziu kocha olusie p. w. zdup sedes i mamut! 17.04.2002r kochom ur z smalcym demon! na chuj to czytosz andzia z ruchem agata & tysia & dosia & nati =) 23.07.08r 
zucik z ruch-em hu z ruchem chce mi się srać kocham ruch na zawsze i aleksa też botomaper kcn ruch ojezu süa 4723986 marihuana olo m r klaus twoja staro mo na dupie 
grzyba kocham h.m ps n.m swinia suchy twoja ciocia “miriem” kecz! mody mefts wojtek papier suchy szczurek krysiak jankes papier byli tu dnia 02 02 22002 r to huje i sroka 
wojtek den kupa? clan wardziol to cwel! kc krista ps pudzian blowe wiki lubi zpydka a jo lubia 4728986 den toy! hooo ody żebyś nie mówił że o tobie nie myślimy piszemy to na 
pamiątke gac najbardziej na świe den olusia kocham aleksab berih z hip-hop buła kcd:* kiki=* mosz kucyki i kręcone zęby agnieszka rosiak to kurwa mody z ruch-em pudzian 
19r20 kocham cię renia ps łukasz siwy oko! den tst oben nerd andzia domi den mpk pierdole kocham cię agatko zgadnij patryk kocha tine kocham moją niunie papier buła erih 
ruch mc mc szwaja kocham k.r. monika krysia mięczak kcs r babek pre lena-kocham erim-kocha lorena ruch jankes chorzów 2001 maks olbrys ktiwobżssx.x a szenujcie ochronka 
cmc msz pudzian demon krista sa sa sa hip-hop non-stop nene demon! wiru tina kocha petryka faher street fighter św-ce fifi i konfior 25.05.2003 damian i kolebuk prf jebać 
ksg kocha karoline jorguś z ruch-em czyżyk i buła mody moś to chuj! jebać konfiorów wu wma b+r love snake = h.m ps nala = n.m. dj.pierdoła 19r20 jebać gsk bioło nysa lipiny 
dzimii olek z ruch-em “tala” jebać fifiego tu była sandi z gwary emcmrs  cwele jankes z 1-go maja tala* kcxx munda bułczy z 1-go maja nwk g dawid jp kams 2008 chwdp kc 
caro kc mata karo=* matu$ basie ledwod owskaą pf 2pac mefts jebać ksg kocham bartek pierdol detox pal ganje! tera ida się okompać juchu! w dżungli andzia z 1-go maja 
serce i niebiesko białą krew kocham ruch chorzów a kto gurnika nie szanuje ten ma racje co to huje den łowcy szczew jak nazywa sie żona eskimosa? -> -mo-żonka bij konia 
i smaruj plecy tustym >stacha< r łukasz den bułczy to huj pocałunek to początek msz slu dysney krysia jankes to mistrze bułczy to luj den ks b l+r.k.857 tu gori chudy toster 
grochol k.s. ruch lechu jankes z 1-go maja jp %100 kocham ole słowo hr orka z lipinami >stacha< bamber leszek z ruche-m andżej skurwiel lena kocha pawła ruch jurek jerzy 
czopek kochom sadzika kocham rafała pogromcy cyganów huj siwokiku piaśniki psychofans andzia siwa o ty pito siwo z lipin kupa ravidu wiecha to kurwa kupa michałkowice 
z piaśnik dzieci placu le g den rk+ rts dzieci żwiru mposir le maks 02 666 den big girls don’t cryn nie bo teraz kocham snake czyli h.m n.m love h.m + n.m krysia mela bac 
huj kochom cię martusiu  i love p pias k.c.m. I l.o to mistrze krl max chudy wardziol cwel bułczy demon! gruchole kocha gruchołeek bko! btr bugi den z -em ksg ravidu|ogar 
piaśniki żyje pat jak cie lech malwina! ta zapisz sie na oaze hip-hop! piaśniki sqad ema żeby ruchem sty dof siemce z ruchem 18 nic się nieda zrobić, statystycznie przypada 
jedna śmierć na jednego człowieka btrf ruch mój emc moniczka (tylmann) jadymy k.c.d suchy z 1-go maja papier z 1-go maja welcome to heel witaj w piekle 20.1.2010. b.t. adolf 
żyje ggs lorena h.w.d.p.miłość s nwk emc fifi grucholek.fbl.pl bierz co chcesz kotku pedał baśka & żaba & <agata> hwdp! moś cwel a.c.a.b kocham kocham zawsze trzymana 
sztama omi z ruchem hip hop non stop czy wiesz, że w prąciu nietoperza są elementy kostne? -oh oh-ch-ch2-nh-ch3 kocham k sz oko -adrenalina kt.woożssxx hip hop non 
stop i kokon nad łużkiem mkba  gulu lolxd duża dupa... duże słońce! 33.fbl.pl kalina 25.03.07r lech mazik mosz pajęczyny w lodówce kocham cię sebek pojar krys prf k.s ruch 
r stoho bułczy jankes den 19r20 ufo posprzątom chlywik za 20 zł + wyżywienie i nocleg ok-to zadzwoń do mnie nocleg gwarantowany tu postawie karton i łoże jak po chuju 
a jedzenie w nocy samo przyjdzie niepotrzebny mi kolega nie potrzebna mi w moim sercu ukochana ma druż ruch cho zawsze i wszędzie bezdomny kochany będzie bekol 
to huj jebany gks btr den hip-hop takie są realia bezdomni do domu hwdp ..darek” andzia elana kupie telewizor czarno biały z telegazetą i wypukłym kineskopem + pilot 3 
lata gwarancji wyślij sms o treści hwdp pod nr 997 papier wojtek kochom zupo jarzynowo 5.11.2010. baja - mariolka - kinga - nikoluś =] kochamy cie dolores kikusia@ dobrze 
6.11.2010. tu byłem kupe zrobiłem jarzeniówka na prawolipiny rządza sindy i jubo (chudo) tu były 9.02.08r kikussia:-* jankes arek weru$ to czysta kórwa!!! sazer !sprzedam:! 
*kolorofony do lodówki. nr.323 *zderzaki do wanny. - nr 823 *chłodnica do malucha (fiata 126p) - nr. 122 *szyberdach do kibla nikusia mariolka=] kikussia:-* } baja 5.11.10r den 
lipiny górą z dworcowej to huj kocham m.sz sobotka derwich i czyz kochom cię sadziku! kocham cię łysy 5.11.10r. kocham was kingu4 i mariolka kc: kinguś i nikokuś ps. lo-
lita z lipn=] andzia i artur jeleń chudy mc.świr love tola r dupe polici 2001 rok bez trosk bekol lipek nie ma to jak jajka na miękko miki cwel btr qlimax hks r iwo kundel cipa?

Transcription of writings in underpass in Świętochłowice city 

as of 2.02.2011 2011
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The Resistible Rise of 
Arturo Ui
Słowacki Theatre, 
Kraków 2018
(with Iga Słupska)

photos: Magda Hueckel
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1946
Żeromski Theatre, 
Kielce 2017
(with Iga Słupska)

photos: Natalia Kabanow
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A Word On Jakób Szela
Silesian Theatre, 
Katowice 2017
(with Iga Słupska)

photos: Bartek Warzecha
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Mordor Will Come 
and Eat Us
J. Osterwa Theatre,
Lublin 2015
(with Iga Słupska)

photos: Bartek Warzecha
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Promised Land
Nowy Theatre, Łódź 2015
(z Igą Słupską)

photos: HaWa
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www.szymonszewczyk.pl


